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A B S T R A C T

A simple scheme of renormalizable theory is pre-

sented in which p-e universality is violated in &ui

vector field interaction. It is shown that to check up

the existence of the vector field interacting with the

electronic and muonic-rfiarge in a different way the key

ones are experiments on investigations of ̂
e
^ e ^

 a n d

4L O L ) scattering on the electrons.
J
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The absence in experiment of J4-»6/ decayal 1

and the experimentally observed orthogonality of tne

electron and muon neutrinoTJ allows one to interprete

the electronic and muonic neutrinos as particles with

different charges L. and L... If these charges are re-

lated to the real gauge fields, the interaction of the

electronic and muonic leptons must be different.

The possibility for existence of leptonic and mu-

onic photons related to L and L
 M
 charges was consi-

Г 3]dered by Okun'l. Jwho had established very low limits

on the values of corresponding charges. And more pre-

viously, in conn'ction with the yi-6 problem, there

was discussed the possibility of interaction of muonic

leptons with the massive vector field!.' J» At present

of interest is the problem of the Ji-e universality

violation in the frame work of the gauge-invariant

theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions.Examples

of It-t universality violation may be found in ref,/8/where

the S U ( 2 ) X U ( 1 } X U ' ( 1 ) X U " ( 1 ) symmetrical model is used

and in ref.ljwhere the electronic and muonic leptons

are united in the multiplets of different dimension.

In this paper we give a simple scheme based on the

introduction of massive vector field interaction^ with

the charges L
e
 and L j.

t
 and consider the methods of ex-

perimental checking of such gauge-invariant scheme.

1. Ifonuniversal Interaction

The simplest gauge-invariant model of weak and

electromagnetic interactions proposed by ffeinberg and

SalamflO, 1i]2Jid generalized,, to hadrons in accordance

with the four-quark scheme L '
 J
S does not contain tri-

angle anomalies and is a completely renormalizable

theory. It can be easily seen that the adding to the

Weinberg Lagrangian I Jof the term

- ±

г



in which X.^ is the massive vector field interacting

with electronic and muonic charges opposite in sign

(L
ft
 e-L

p
)

t
 doe3 not spoil renormalizability of the the-

ory sincere) the field DC^ is orthogonal to'the 3ystem

of the main field {V* , 2, „ , A * ) ,* b) it interacts

with conserved current; c) lagrangian (1) does not lead

to additional axial anomalies in the model L -I Due to

all of this the constant j- and the mass of the field

X are free parameters of the theory.

What can be said on the interaction of the field

with quarks? If we take the four-quark scheme I Jthen

since n and X are mixed and enter both left-handed

doublets

we must assign to both doublets one and the same charge

of anomalous interaction. If this charge is not zero,

then the orthogonality of the field DC^ to the ground

gauge fields Z^ and A^ breaks, во one must construct

a more complicated scheme of the theory in which the

field X „ is no more independent» If, however, there

exist two groups of quarks

C*

A'

two groups or quarks

CD .(•"
and there is no mixing between quarks of different gro-

ups then one may assign to these groups opposite char-

ges fo anomalous interaction and the theory with inclu-

ded anomalous interaction keeps its simplicity though

electroric and muonic leptons will interact with nucle-

ons nonuniversally.

Thus, anomalous interaction of electrons and muons

with hadrons is in principle possible but not compulso-

ry. So we first consider some consequences involved by

anomalous interaction in leptonic part. First of all

(1) somewhat changes the electrodynamics predictions



fliac* photon propagator is modified as follows

The test of the validity of quantum electrodynamics in

the processes

e
+
e~-* e*e" , jfyT

showed that when photon propagator is parametrized as

9
г
 1

km I
the parameter JS. > 35 Gev I J. Hence assuming

» /f /
V
j we get the follo'ving bound for

which characterizes the strength of the 4-fenrion ano-

malous interaction

* ^ (4)

!"hus, the nonuniversal interaction, even it it exists»

in the order of magnitude must be more than the weak

interaction* The same conclusion results from analysis

of corrections due to interaction (1) to magnetic mo-

ment of muon though the restrictions appeur to be some-

what weaker.

The difference (neglecting (1)) between theoreti-

cal and experimental value of О„ comprises V
5
 3

Putting Л
 a
JS« ^gi

6 0
'

1 0
"

9
 and making use of the

well known formulae I ' Jfor the contribution of ano-

malous interaction into Qj, we get

Consequently, the expected effects of M-e universali-

ty violation must be of order or less than those indu-

ced by weak interaction. Therefore the anomalous inte-



raction effects can apperr completely but not as radia-

tion corrections in the processes with neutrino neutral

currents which we will consider now.

2. Anomalous Interaction in Leptonic Processes

Interaction (1) violates the universal theory pre-

dictions for reactions *

V
e
 1- e — V

e
 + e , (7a)

v« + e -* V
9
 + e, (7ь)

Vj, • e -* v̂ , + e, (7c)

v
r
 + e -> v^ + e, (7d)

^е(^е) + ̂ -> V
e
(i7

e
)+ J^, (

8a
)

^ (8b)

Because of the absence of muonic target reactions (8)

may be studied experimentally only in the indirect way,

namely, by measuring the parameters cf processes

occuring in the nuclear Coulomb field for which the vec

tor interaction constant must be different if interac-

tion (1) exists.

Processes (7) give a direct information. To simp-

lify the analysis let us suppose that M * » m* so

when deriving formulae for differential and total cross

sections one may use the local effective Lagrangian

of the 4-fermion interaction. At * / ^жу^,"г

Lagrangian (1) plus Weinberg Lagrangian I
1
 °J reduces to



ifective Lagrangian

(9)

Г*

where <-. _

If the processes (7) are studied in acceleraous

neutrino beams, i.e. the condition

is fulfilled, the differential cross section of any of

the processes (7a-d) is -yritten as

of£ zir L 1 EV / J (1Q)

where В is the recoil electron energy in lab.system and

coefficient A and В are different for different reacti-

ons (a-d) and given in Table I.

With the account of anomalous interaction the re-

lations between cross sections of different processes

obtained by Sehgal /17/ assuming //-e univtrsality,change

and take the following form

In the theory with universal A-e interaction the

right-handed part of eq.(11) is equal to zero. There-

fore the exact measurement of processes (7a-d) will

allow one to make definite conclusions on anomalous

interaction especially as the quantity 5~ characteri-



sing the strength of anomalous interaction enters for-

mula (11) with the coefficient of about 10.

At present the data are available only on the cross

sections of processes (7b-d). Аз usual these data are

analysed aiming to -ietermine the Weinberg theory para-

meter Sin^&j. • Our uiodel of universality viola-

tion, as is seen from Table I, applying to the Weinberg

theory supposes the following changes:

for V
e
 ( V

e
 ) scattering on the electrons

for V (V ) scattering on the electrons

From the data on reaction (7b) obtained on a beam of

reactor antineutrinos within two energy ranges of the
18

recoil electrons, it follows

\ +£) . о.2б + 0
«

0 5
 1.5 Mev-i B

e
 < 3 Kev,

' -0,Об

(13)

K *fj - 0,32 * 0,05 3 Mev^E
e
 < 4.5 Mev

the data on reactions (7c) and (7d) are very poor and

one may only conclude from them that

0,6, reaction (7c), [19]

0.4, reaction (7d). [20]
 < 1 4 >

On the other hand, in the generalization of the Wein-

berg model here considered, as was mentioned above,

anomalous interaction must not give a contribution to

aemileptonic processes

so that these processes are determined only by the pa-

rameter siti^&b, .

The most of the data on reactions (15) gives for

8



the value lying within the interval

0.28 < Мо
г
&ь, -С О,&8. (16)

Thus, assuming the validity of the Weinberg model and

permitting the ji-e -nonuniversality in the form (1)

from the data of (13-16) one may conclude that

So , the considered interaction violating the ji-e

-universality in the model with four quarks and with

four leptons must be weaker than usual weak one. This

conclusion remain valid even in a more general case

when there are more quarks and anomalous interaction of

leptons with hadrone is possible. The expected diffe-

rence Ъе.лееп cross sections of ep- and /tp - scatte-

ring is characterised by the factor ̂  £ Я * where

q is the momentum transfer (it is supposed that

|q
x
) « M^ ) and possible difference in cross

sections of the processes (15) must be characterised

by the value of order o" .

3. Conclusions

Initial attempts to introduce anomalous interac-

tion for muons were made aiming to explain the mass

difference of muon and electron. It can be easily seen

that the j\-e. universality violation scheme here pro-

posed does not allow one to get different additions to

muon and electron masses due to interaction with the

field X ^ . This, however, is not required at the no-

wadays level of constructing gauge -invariant modele

where the nonuniversality of interaction with scalar

Higgs fields provides the mass difference of fermions.

In this case the interactions of fermions with the ve-

ctor fields are universal and what lias been done in

this paper is that we have demonstrated the possibility

of nonuniversality due to the difference of electronic

and muonic charges interacting with the vector field

the introduction of which does not spoil the renorma-



Usability of initial
 o
auge-inveria:.t theory.

The question whether such anomalous interaction is

real will be answered when it will be possible to imp-

rove the accuracy of measurement of the processes con-

nected with the interactions of neutral currents. Ano-

ther decisive experiment would be the observation of

J1-»ev (or J1-» е е ё ) decay since in this case e

and J4 cannot bs characterized by conserving quantum

numbers L , L „ and, consequently, there are no logi-

cal grounds for introduction of anomalous interaction.

Note that in the framework of ^auge-invariant models

the j-i-»ey decays at a level of 10~^-10
11
 from the

total width are possible only in the case of expanding

the ieptcnic nector by addition of heavy leptons!- ' 1.

The author is indebted to L.B.Okun and B.L.Ioffe

for useful discussions and remarks.
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Table I

lhe coefficients A and £ in formula (10)

for a different reactions

Reaction

ve+e-» ve + e

+ e

A

(иг^к-sY

В

(2«п^ + 5) Х

(-г«-ч*«)ж

11
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